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Abstract.  

Introduction: 
The architectural heritage is the background of our urban life; it preserves and enhances our 
identity. 
The bulk of our heritage consists of average historic buildings still in use, exposed to decay and 
restructuring. Such buildings exhibit beautifully crafted decorations and details which are likely 
to disappear in time. The loss is due the lack of maintenance and the downfall of handicraft. For 
these reasons we have experimented with a new methodology which can generate accurate repli-
cas of the damaged and missing details within heritage buildings. Replication has always created 
argumentation.. 
 
Developments: 
The entire process is based on the 3D modeling of the existing elements, followed by virtual ma-
nipulation, resulting in the 3D printing of an accurate replica. There are three main steps to the 
process. The first step is the collection of data about the studied object by using either laser 
scanning or digital photogrammetry, the second one being more cost effective. Data processing is 
the second step, along with the generation of a 3D model. Successive modeling is required in 
preparation of the 3D printing. The third step is the printing itself. We tried to reproduce a poly-
chrome ceramic ornament from the Great Synagogue of Timisoara (1865). In order to produce a 
convincing replica, several printing technologies and materials were used starting with FDM-
PLA (filament) to the more advanced SLS (stereolithography) using polyamide 12, to the ad-
vanced Pro Jet (powder, infitrate and CMYK binders) and PolyJet (photopolymers). Pro Jet pro-
duced the best results reproducing color and texture. 
 
Remarks and Conclusion: 
Although the request of material authenticity is not respected, the use of modern imaging and 
replication technologies has already produced impressive results in restoration. We restore with 
a purpose and our purposes are open to debate. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Built heritage is a substantial component of our “Cultural heritage”, an expression of the 
ways of living developed and passed from generation to generation by a community, an ex-
pression of its shared valued and beliefs. 

The built heritage is a component of our Tangible Heritage (Icomos 2002); cityscapes and 
heritage buildings make cities unique and able to preserve and enhance  our shared identities. 

Our own city, Timisoara, the westernmost city of Romania, is a living proof of the impor-
tant role the fabric of heritage buildings and public spaces play in our daily life. 

Timisoara is a city almost 750 years old, but very few material remnants from this distant 
past were preserved. 

It was an angevine outpost in medieval Hungary, the capital of a vast region called Banat, a 
Turkish city (between 1541-1716), the main city of a habsburgic province and after 1918 a 
Romanian city. 

Its present shape was forged continuously between mid XVIII th and early XXth century, the 
decisive pre-modern era of Central Europe – Mitteleuropa. [1] 

It was only recently that a complex urban renewal project allowed for the archeological 
uncovering of a more distant past. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Timisoara map (1893) 
 

The city has an inner core, The Citadel, where the main institutional buildings were dis-
posed along a perfect octagonal grid enclosed inside a formidable Vauban fortress; around the 
nucleus  were several satellite towns, each displaying an unique character. When the fortress 
was leveled, in the late XIXth century, the satellites and the core were reunited into an urban 
continuum imagined by the famous architect and urbanist Ludwig von Ybl in 1899. [2].  (fig-
ure 1) 
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Figure 2: Timisoara historic buildings and Unirii Square  
 

It is the consistent fabric of this urban tissue connecting the historic nuclei that gives Timi-
soara its unique identity; thousands beautiful houses (figure 2) displaying magnificent con-
structive and architectural details and beautifully crafted ornamental patterns [3].  

Beside a few dozens of high-rank monumental heritage buildings, the bulk of our urban 
heritage consists of this average historic buildings still in use today, still an essential part of 
our day to day “ambiente”. 

The same condition is to be found in most central European cities and in western European 
cities as well. 

 

  
 

Figure 3: Historic building in the Citadel, before and after restoration 
 

These buildings (figure 3) are exposed to the effect of pollution, weathering, changes in 
use and even unfortunate tentatives of remodeling and restructuring. Labeled “minor architec-
ture” in contrast to major monuments, such buildings are supposed to benefit from “reduced” 
or “simplified” recovery proceeding, as background for “important” heritage structures. 
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Figure 4: Damaged ornaments in a historic building 
 

  
 

Figure 5: Assessment of an historic facade 
 

When it takes place, each intervention impoverishes and mutilates the ornamental wealth 
of these buildings, affecting the special qualities of the urban space. 

In my personal practice, over several decades, I have always respected the position of P. 
Philippot, who sustained that it is an ethical and cultural must to carefully preserve the image 
of the premodern city from late XIXth and early XXth century, without favoring supposedly 
more “important” periods [4] without favoring supposedly more important periods. 

There are several causes for the accelerated decline of these unique buildings (figure 4,5): 
first – the decline in both public and private funding for the maintenance and restoration, cor-
related with the sheer number of such buildings. The traditional assessment proceedings – res-
toration survey, materials assessment are time consuming and expensive and so are the costs 
of intervention. 

 

  
 

Figure 6: Timisoara building restoration and consolidation (2004) 
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In the field of structural consolidation new technologies are accepted (Figure 6)– carbon 

fiber, steel – in surface restoration there is a general consensus about preserving the time hon-
ored traditional crafts which brings us to the second cause of decline – the dramatic downfall 
of handicraft which causes poor results in work quality and loss of precious details. 

Generally, “minor” architecture in Mitteleuropa displays brick structures, wooden floors 
and attics, plaster finishing and plaster, ceramic, metal and wood ornaments. The materials are 
of average quality but the craftsmanship is exquisite.  

In the last twenty years in our country craft techniques were replaced by of-the-shelf indus-
trial technologies, art and craft schools were closed and the time-honored apprenticeship sys-
tem almost disappeared. The very few available artisans have become cultural heroes, but 
cannot respond to the huge demand. The process started even earlier in most western coun-
tries.  

 

  
 

                       Figure 7: Verona, Castelvecchio intervention                              Figure 8: Stairway detail 
                                             by Carlo Scarpa                                                              Musée Maillol Paris 

 
The temptation to use modern materials and techniques in the restoration field has gener-

ated  the prevalent aesthetics of “contrast”, a vulgarization of the remarkable Castelvecchio 
(Verona) intervention of Carlo Scarpa (figure 7) some fifty years ago. [5] 

Instead of this approach we propose a methodology which can generate accurately repro-
duced elements that can replace damaged or missing details and ornaments within heritage 
buildings, by using high tech imaging and 3D printing techniques. 

This approach will obviously trigger a theoretical debate about authenticity, patina, replica, 
simulacrum etc.  

The exact replication of the Lascaux site and artifacts (1984) attracted Jean Baudrillard’s 
comment that both the original and the replica undergone a loss of meaning – becoming “both 
artificial” sophisticated and expressive. [6] 

The instalation of a high tech replica of the famous Marcus Aurelius equestrian statue in 
Campidoglio and  the “museification” of the original inside a pavilion designed by Calro Ay-
monino (figure 9) produced a heated debate between W.Veltroni the contemporary minister of 
culture – praising the protection of the original and the former director of the Central Institute 
of Restoration – which considered the action as “ an attack on decency, good taste and cul-
ture.”[7] 
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Figure 9: Marcus Aurelius equestrian statue in Rome: original and replica  
 

It is a never ending story so let’s proceed with the experimentation. 
 

2 DEVELOPMENTS 

 The process is based on data collecting, the 3D modeling of the existing elements, allow-
ing for further virtual manipulation and resulting in the accurate 3D printing of a replica of the 
chosen elements. 

The printed elements installation on the site is becoming easier, less-specialized and, evi-
dently cost-efficient. 

 

  
 

Figure 10: The Great Synagogue from the Citadel of Timisoara 
 

In order to test the proceedings we have chosen the “Great Synagogue” from the Citadel of 
Timisoara, (figure 10) inaugurated in 1865 by the emperor Franz Joseph I. This centrally 
shaped and domed brick building is enveloped in an “moorish-andalusian” decorated façade 
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and stands out for both civic dignity of the newly emancipated Jewish community and its de-
sire to integrate in the modern society. 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Ornament ceramic tiles, the Great Synagogue from the Citadel of Timisoara 
 

Our choice was an ornamental ceramic tile from the main façade, measuring 23.3 x 23.3 x 
3.5 cm. (figure 11) 

There are three steps in the process of producing an accurate replica 
• The first step is the collection of data about the studied object by laser scanning or 

digital photogrammetry. 
 

 
 

Figure 12: Data colection 
 
Our first choice was digital photogrammetry because it can be done with commercial 

available cameras and it is more cost effective than high performance laser scanning. 
Through photogrammetric procedure (figure 12), successive overlapping photos of the ob-

ject are taken (75% - 80% overlap)  
Accurate scaling is obtained by using reference markers. In connection with the photo-

grammetric data collection, one of our collaborators, mr. Lucian Vuicin (from Helicam S.A. 
high-tech imaging firm) imagined a Linear Motion Central System for Digital Photogrammet-
ric Survey; the system is comprised of three elements: 
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- An ultra-light modular tress structure constructed from carbon fiber and assembled via 
special aluminum connection 

- A motorized four axis camera mount made of carbon fiber 
- A programmable electronic controller 
Although it was not available during our data collection, it could seriously improve the 

speed and accuracy of the photogrammetric process, especially for archeological and architec-
tural applications. 

We also tested a consumer 3D scanner and a semi-pro “point and shoot” 3D scanner, but   
finally we processed the photogrammetric data collection. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Data processing: element cloud point, wireframe, solid, solid textured  
 

• The second step was data processing (figure 13) using available software as 
“BDModeller” or “Photoscaner”. The steps were: element point cloud, element wireframe, 
element solid and finally the element solid textured. 

 
• The third step was the 3D printing itself. This step was preceded by an assessment of 

the available 3D technologies, materials and finishes  
 
After exploring both the consecrated and the newer, innovative technologies, we have cho-

sen the following printing technologies and materials: FDM-PLA (Fused Deposition Model-
ing – Polyactide Resin – filament) SLS – `Polylaurinlactctam ( Laser Sintering or 
Sterolithography – polyamide 12, nylon 12), ProJet – powder infiltrant & CMYK binders, 
PolyJet – Photo Polymers ( Polymerised Vero White Plus) and the mcor ( A4 standard office 
paper). 

 

 
 

Figure 14: 3D model validation 
 
 Before the 3D printing, a 3D model validation process is necessary (figure 14). The proc-

ess has six steps: 
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1. Size check – the physical boundaries of the 3d print machine wall thickness 
2. File format check 
3. Is the file in the standard ( STL, PLY, OBJ) format? 
4. Polygon count check 
5. Normals check. Face normals define the “inside” and “outside” of the model 
6. Manifoldness check. Due to the nature of the 3D printing process, all models need to 

be closed, manifolded objects. Manifold means that each edge in the model is shared by ex-
actly two faces- not more and not less. Manifolds objects are always closed. 

The analysis of our five print technologies produced the following results: 
 

  
 

Figure 15: FDM-PLA printing machine and result  
 

1. The FDM-PLA (figure 15) produced a cheap ( 6-8 €) monochrome (white) textured 
copy of unconvincing quality 

 

   
 

Figure 16: SLS printing machine and result 
 

2. The SLS – Polylaurimlactam (polyamide 12), Nylon 12, (figure 16) produced a rather 
expensive ( 64.53 €) monochrome (white) geometrically accurate replica – we gave up the 
next step: the manual coloring of the tile ( 254€) 

 

  
 

Figure 17: Pro-Jet printing machine and result  
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Figure 18: Real model  
 

3. The Pro-Jet – powder infiltrate & CMYK binders (figure 17)technology produced an 
impressive replica in terms of geometry, texture and perfect reproduction of colours. The 
price for a tile was rather important: 210.75€ but the potential cost reduction in case of ex-
tended use is considerable. 

4. The PolyJet - ( Polymerised Vero White Plus) technology was apparently a winner 
both in terms of cost (€122.50) and quality. In fact the color programme failed to perform. 

5. The mcor  - A4 standard paper + colored inkjet cartridges, a new and revolutionary 3D 
printing technique could not be tested because of a communication breakdown with the mcor 
partner. 

The experience was enlightening: this is a field in full development, new technologies ap-
pear periodically and the potential is huge. 

Even the trivial FDM-PLA can be used with success if covered by paint or plaster. The 
more evolved SLS ( Laser Sintering) and the sophisticated ProJet are able to produce high 
quality replicas. The high cost of the experimental testing could drop quickly in case of ex-
tended use. 

3 CONCLUSIONS  

• The rapid development of technology is fundamentally challenging our approach to the 
built heritage. A large array of miniaturized sensors ( laser, photo, UV, X-ray, spectrograph) 
are available  as well as new technical means of exploration ( drones, satellites). 

We are able now to explore and model our built environment with great accuracy and we 
can store these models (including the kind of precise 3D solid model we have used) in virtual 
archives. 

The 2D and especially the 3D printers are allowing us to produce amazing copies and / or 
replicas of the most complex artifacts. 

• In 2006, the “Fondazione Cini” reached on an agreement with Louvre museum and 
granted “Factum Arte” the permission to produce a full scale high-tech replica of the Verone-
se's   painting "Les Noces de Cana" destined to the Cenaclo Palladiano in the Convent “San 
Giorgio Maggiore” in Venice. ( figure 19) 
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Figure 19: Cenaclo Palladiano in the Convent “San Giorgio Maggiore”, Venice  
 

The working methodology was similar to ours:  A photo scanner using large CCD sensors 
scanned the painting mounted on a precision telescopic mast. The data was pre-assembled us-
ing Photoshop scripting and colors adjusted using high quality photographs. 

The printing was done using a purpose built flatbed printer on gesso coated canvas. The re-
sult was placed in the Cenaclo in order to reproduce the original outlook of the space. It was 
generally considered a huge success. [8] 

• This approach brings us to the controversial problem of authenticity in restoration.  

After all as Cesare Brandi warned some time ago that restoration is essentially a product of 
its own time asnd space and it's an act of critical interpretation. [9] 

Managing weathering and  damage, completing for the losses are central to our care for the 
built heritage. 

We have always a purpose when we restaurate and that purpose is evolving continuously 
and is always open to debate. 

We are acting in our own time, influenced by our realities, technologies, values and per-
ceptions. 

• P. Philippot indicated that: "authentic relationship with the past must not only recognize 
the unbridgeable gap that has formed , after historicism, between us and the past; it must also 
integrate this distance into the actualization of the work produced by the intervention". (10) 

Some problems as the patina  are to be considered as Brandi itself remarked: on a case by 
case scenario. (11) 
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Francoise Choay was expressing her hope that architecture  has an important memorial role 
to play despite the loss of our " competence d'edifier" (12), namely our capacity to build and 
transfer meaning in the traditional way. 

• I am still optimist - after all we want to preserve what is our " ambiente" using with in-
sight the means provided by our evolving technology. 
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